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MSli7ACI - Thc Lower .4ptiun (Bedoulian) from the stralotypical 
region of the Barremian has given some sipificant ammonites belonging 
to genera Deshayesrres and Cheloniceras which are described and 
figured in Lhis paper. On the basis of lhese new collected faunas. it is now 
possible to recognize in this area the mediteranean Deshayesires 
lizar@ricur and D. weissi Zones. Nevertheless their boundaries are still 
unclear. The Deshayesifes deshayesi Zone could not have been revealed 
by thd ammonites, except perhaps his upper part. The problem of the 
Banerninn l Aptian h o u n d q  is discussed in the Angler section. 

my-WORDS - Biostrutipphy, Ammonites, Lower Aptivq Lower 
Cretaceous, South-East France. 

I & A S S W  - L'i\ptiano infmiore (Beduliano) nell'arpu del10 shatotipo &l 
Barremiano ha for& almne m o n i t i  significstive, qptmemti  i generi. 
Deshayes~fes e Cheioniceras, damilk e figurate nel p m t e  lavom. hi base a 
qu&c nuove faune C possibilr riconoscae in quert'area lc zone aDeshqwile* 
MarkyNcus e a D weissi, valide pm lu regioni medii-ee. TImavia, i limiti 
di queste w n e  sono mcora di d5cile deiinizione. l a  zona a Deshoyaires 
deshayesi non b stab rimnasciuta salvo f m e  la supprion. I1 probl- 
del limhe &vremianoli\ptiano 2 discusso per qusl che riguarda lu scrione di 
Angles. 

PARULE m V E :  Biostratigrafia. Ammoniti, Aptiano inferiore, 
Cretaceo inferiore. Sud-Est dclla Franciv. 



The Lower Aptian from South-East of France (the 
so-called Bedoulian of TOUCAS, 1888) has been 
suhdi\,ided in two zones by KILIAN & REBoUL (1915): a 
lo~\zer zone with Parahoplites weissi, P. cor?sobrinus and 
P~~ochelo~?iceras albrechfiaustriae, and an upper zone 
with Parahoplites deshayesi. This division of the Lower 
Aptian has heen recognized by ROCH (1927) in his 
stratigraphical and paleontological study of La BBdoule 
(the type-area of the Bedoulian). 

During the Symposium on the Lower Cretaceous, 
(Lyon, september 1963) only one zone has been 
maintained for the Bedoulian: the Deshayesites 
deshayesi Zone (FLANDRIN, 1965; anonymous, 1965), 
because of the too long range of the taxa used by KrLlm 
& ROCH (FABRE-TAXI et alii. 1965). 

Later on, THOMEL (1964) and MOULLADE (1966) 
have given to Puzosia matheroni the proeminent rank of 
index-species for all the Lower Aptian of the vocontian 
region. 

In 1984, BUSNARDO has proposed seven zonal subdi- 
visions for the Lower Aptian of La Btdoule area, from 
bottom to top the 'Prodeshayesitesr', Pseudocrioceras 
coquandi. Ancyloceras nratheoni, Roloboceras ham- 
brovi. Deshayesitesgral7dis and Tropaeum bowerbancki 
Zones. Howlever, the author stressed the difficulties in 
using some of these zones out of the stratotype of La 
Bedoule. 

Because of their local use, the elements of these 
zonal scheme have not been maintained for the zonatiori 
of the mediterranean province during the workshop of 
the Lower Cretaceous Working Group of IGCP 262 in 
Digne (July 1990) (HOEDEMAEKER& BULOT, 1990). The 
zones used in the cancasian regions (Georgia, 
Turkmenistan) have heen preferred (successively the 
Deshayesites tuarkyricus, D. weissi, D. deshayesi and 
Dupenoyafurcata Zones) (Tabl. 1). 

One year later, a level containing some ammonites 
which can be referred to the Prodeshayesites 
$ssicostatus Zone (CASEY, 1961a) was recognized in the 
vocontian area (DELANOY, 199 1). 

The proposal of HOEDEMAEKER & BULOT (1990) has 
been maintained during the second workshop of the 
Lower Cretaceous Working Group of IGCP 262 in Mula 
(July 1992) (HOEDEMAEKER & COMPANY, 1993). Thus, 
the identification of this zonation in the Lower Aptian of 
the vocontian area, especially in the Angles-Barrgme- 
Castellane region. became very important. 

The compilation of many works related to the Lower 
Aptian from South-East France and my own researches 
shows in advance the major difficulties to propose or to 
recognize a zonal scheme: the quantitative and 
qualitative disparities of the ammonite faunas between 
the deeper part of the basin and its marginal areas. As a 
matter of fact. the rich ammonite faunas described since 
more than l50 years came essentially from the outer part 
of the shelves (the old quarries of 1'Homme d4Armes 

Table 1 - Correlations between the Lower Aptia~? pom 
Elzgland (CASEY, 1961~)  and the n~editerranea~? region 

@OGDANOVA, 1983; HOEDEMAKER & BULOT, 1990; 
HOEDEMM & COA~PANY, 1993). 

- Correlazioni fra I'Aptiano inferiore dell' Inghilterra (CASEY, 
196 1 a) e l'area mediterranea (BOGDANOVA, 1983; 

HOEDEMAEKER & BULOT, 1990; HOEDEMAEKER & COMPANY, 
1993). 

near Monttlimar or La Bedoule near Marseille). On 
the other hand, the pelagic domain gives a less rich 
fauna especially the heteromorph ammonites, and the 
inherited taxa from the Barremian (Costidiscus 
recticostatus, Macroscaphihs yvani, Pseudohaploceras 
matheroni, Eulytoceras phestus, ...) represent an 
important part of the populations. 

The significant ammonites of genera Deshavesites 
and Cheloniceras are generally represented by poorly 
preserved or fragmentary small specimens and it results 
that the specific determinations are very difficult, often 
impossible. 

In addition, these two genera have been splitted in a 
great number of typologic species, sometimes without 
the knowledge of their precise stratigraphic position, or 
they have been diversely interpreted. Some genera 
usually considered as aptian taxa appear in the 
uppermost Barremian and they can be used only with 
many precautions (Procheloniceras, Kutatissites, 
Pseudocrioceras,. ..). 

The research undertaken since some years in the 
Upper Barremian and in the Lower Aptian of the 
Angles-BarrEme-Castellane area (DELANOY, in prep.) 
providedt an interesting fauna of Deshayesites which 
allowed us to recognize the zones proposed for the 

Deshayesi 

Forbesi 

Fissicostatus 

Deshayesi 

Weissi 

Tuarkyricus 



mediterranean province (HOEDEMAEKER & BULOT, 
1990: HOEDEMAEKER & COMPANY. 1993). The results 
presented in the present paper are different but they 
complete the data previously published (DELANOY, 
1991). 

2. - STRATIGRAPHY 

2.1. - THE STUDIED AREA 

The studied area is located in the south-eastern 
part of the Vocontian Basin (Fig. 1). In this area are 
exposed the best sections of the Barremian because it 
is poorly affected by slumps and by the deformations 
of the alpine orogenesis (FERRY, 1988). It represents 
also the reference area of the Barremian stage 
(BUSNARDO, 1965). From a lithological point of view, 
in this area the greater part of the Bedoulian is in- 
distinct from the Barremian. It is characterized by an  

Mediterranean Sea 

Fig. I - Gcoyvphicvl location of the area studied 
- iJh~cozione deli'area di srudro. 

alternation of calcareous beds and marly inteheds. In 
contrary, the upper part represents the base of the 
Blues Marls Formation, the sudden change of lithology un- 
de r l i~ng  a stratigraphical hiatus recognized in the whole 
area (MOULLADE, 1966; COTILLON, 1971; FRIES et alii , 
1984). 

2.2. - THE BARREI\IIAN/APTIAN BOUNDARY 

The Barremian l Aptian boundary considered in this 
paper is not different than the one recognized so far 
BUSNARDO, 1965; DELANOY, 1991, 1992; 1994). In 
1965, BUSNARDO has fixed this boundary at the base of 
bed 197, which was considered the level where Puzosia 
matheroni (=Pseudohaploceras matheroni) appears. 
Nevertheless, the author recognized the lack of 
significant taxa in this part of the section (formation 15, 
beds 197 to 204). 

This fact has been stressed by many authors 
(MOULLADE, 1966: AKYAUD, 1981; RAWSON, 1983). 
Recently the occurrence of Deshayesitidae has been 
recognized at the top of the "formation 15" with the 
djscovery of a level with "Prodeshayesites" (DELANOY, 
1991). 

During the same time it has been proved that the 
genus Pseudohoplocera.s appeared in the HemihoplItes 
Praudianus Zone and the species Pseudohaploceras 

... 
:. matheroni occurred in the hfortelites sarosini Zone 

(DELANOY. 1992, in press). 
The paleontological data obtained in the studied area 

prove indiscutably that the genus Deshayesites, represented 
by taxa of the Deshaye.sites tuarkyrIcus Zone, occurs in the 
levels which are the equivalents of beds 201 b to 204 of the 
Angles section. These levels make a good lithologic 
landmark visible in the whole region (Fig. 7). Tbey 
correspond to a bundle (the "thick bundle") of 3 or 4 thick 
(metric) beds in which are intercalated 1 or 2 thin beds and 
interpreted as a lowstand wedge (ARNALID, J.4Qwd & V A ~ .  
oral communication. 1990; A R N A ~  & AFNALID-VANNEAU, 
1991). 

They represent the upper part of the "formation 15" 
(BUSNARDO, 1965) and they will be considered in this 
paper as the base of the Deshayesites tuar!yicus Zone. 
In contrary, the occurrence of Deshayesitidae in the lev- 
els immediately below needs to be verified. 

The possible presence of genus Prodeshayesites in ,  
bed 200 of Angles road cited by KAKABADZE (oral corn: 
munication in DELANOY, 1991) could not have been 
confirmed by new collects. Consequently, because of the 
doubt concerning the F 0  of the Deshayesitidae in the 
whole studied area, the Barremian l Aptian boundary is 
not shifted in the stratotypical section of Angles. The 
levels included between this boundary, which has been 
recognized in the other sections by means of sequential 
correlation, and the base of the Desho.vesites tuarbricus 
Zone, as admitted in this paper (base of the "thick bun- 
dle"). are named "non-characterized zone". 



2.3. - SECTIONS STUDIED 

The 5 sections described in this paper have been 
studied bed by bed near the following localities: 

- Angles: the road of Angles and La Combe Lambert 
sections. 

- Saint-Andre les Alpes: Mbuilles section. 

- Moriez: the Colle gully section near the farm of 
Tremolies . 

- BarrEme: the Vignon's gully section. 

The detailed location of these sections is published in 
DELANOY (in press). Some observations have been 

(m -) 
The road of Angles section 

Fig. 2 -Section ofthe Aptian ofthe road of Angles. Only (he significant 
identified amnonit- have been documented. The total ranges of the most 
i rnpomt  p y r u  based on specimens undeterminable at (he specific level 

are represented by gsy columns. 
- Sezrone deN:4pliano deila snada didngles. Tro 1e mnrnoniii sono 

nporrale solo queNe,biostrohgr@c~~nente sign~caiive.  Le borre in 
prigio rappresentano le rlistribuzionr verncoir d6i generipix 

o,lporlonti, dericnie in bare ad erempian ,ndefernlinabili a Lvello 
.sp.pecifico 

made in incomplete sections of the same area which are 
not described in this paper. 

2.3.1. - The road ofAngles section (ANG) (Fig.2) 

The Aptian begins at the base of bed 197. The "thick 
bundle" is represented by beds 201 b to 201 @l. 8, fig. 
1). The more significant taxa are Deshayesiles sp. (= 
Prodeshayesites cf. tenuicostatus in DELmOY, 1991) in 
bed 206 and Deshayesites sp. gr spothi/norrrrani (= D. 
gr. primitivus/spathi in DELAVOY, 1991) in bed 210. 
The top of the section is not exposed. because it 
disappears under the grass. The beds 217 to 219 
described by BUSNARDO (1965) are no1 now really 
visible today. 

BUSNARDO (1965) has cited D. cf consobrinus 
(D'ORBIGNY) in bed 214 and D. deshayesi (D'ORBIGNY) 
in bed 217. In the Lower Greensand, Deshayesites 
closely related to D. consobrinus (D'ORBIGINY) occur in 
the Deshayesites forbesi Zone (CASEY, 1963) and D 
deshayesi (D'ORBIGNY) is the index-species of the 
Deshayesites desl7ayesi Zone (Tabl. 2). According to 
BOGDANOVA (1971) D. consobrinus (D'ORBIGNY) occurs 
in the Deshayesites tuar!qricus and Deshavesites weissi 
Zones and D deshayesi (D'ORBIGNY) is present in the 
upper part of the Deshayesites weissi Zone and in the 
whole Deshayesites deshayesi Zone (Tabl. 3 ) .  

I do not have found ammonites which may be 
identified with these two species and, altough these 
citations do not deeply mod@ the zonal scheme 
proposed in the section, it should be interesting to see 
again the Deshayesites cited by BUSNARDO (as the 
specimens reported to the genus Cheloniceras too). 

2.3.2. - La Cornbe Larnbert section. near Angles (COW 
Pig. 3) 

The Aptian begins in the bottom of the stream with 
bed 100, which corresponds to the base of the "thick 
bundle". Deshayesites sp. (= Prodeshayesites d 
tenuicostatus in DBLANOY, 1991) specimens occur in 
level 107. Deshayesites aff. euglyphus CASEY has been 
collected in bed 122 with Cheloniceras cori?uelianurn 
(D'ORBIGNY) and ,4i2cyloce~~as sp. The top of the 
limestones suddenly passes to the blue marls (pl. 10, fig. 
1). According to BUSNARDO (1965) this boundary was 
pointed out by ferruginous deposits recalling a hard 
ground, which is not visible today. 

This section corresponds to the second section 
presented by BUSNARDO (1965) on his table 1 and which 
was described briefly by the same author at page 108. In 
the upper part of the limestones BUSNARDO has cited 
Deshayesites coi?sobrinus (D'ORBIGNY), D. deshuyesi 
(D'ORBIGNY) and Dufrenoya cf. praedufreno,~,a CASEY, 
but I could not verify the occurrence of these species in 
the section and draw the stratigraphical conclusions on 
the basis of their presence. 
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2.3.3. - A4douilles section, near S1 Andrk les Alpes "thick bundle". D. aff. weissrformis BOGDANOVA (= 
(AJEO) (Fig. 4) occurs in bed 200. The specimens of Deshayesites sp. (= 

Prodeshayesites cf. tenuicostatus in DELANOY, 1991) 
The base of the Aptian is placed at the base of bed 194. have been collected in level 208. The possible 
Deshayesites ogla~?le~?sis BOGDANOVA has been appearance of genus Chelo~?icevos in bed 212 is 
Paradeshavesites gr. laeviusculus in DELANOY, 1991) docun~ented by a poorly preserved fragment. The top of 
collected in bed 199, which represents the base of the the section is not exposed because of the vegetation. 
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l 
I Barremian 

The Vignon's gully section 
/' 

Fig. 6 - Sedion afthe Aptian ofthe Vigxon Gully, near B m h e  (see fig. 2 for explanation), 
- Sezione dell Xpnano del 'Ravrn d t ~  I'lgnon': presso Borr6me (wed? didarcaiiaF,g. 2). 



2.3.4. - La Colle gzrlly section near the farni of 2.3.5. - The L'ignon'sgullysection, nearBarr@me (WG) 
Tren~olies, nearMoriez (TRE) (Fig. 5; pl. 10, fig. 2) Fig .  6) 

The section begins with bed 240, i. e. the base of 
the "thick bundle". In one place, the upper part of 
this bundle shows slumps. Deshayesites are present 
in thc whole of the section but always represented by 
too fragmentary and undeterminable specimens. A 
specimen of Deshayesites gr. spathi 1 normani has 
been collected in a fallen bock. The level with 
Deshayesites sp. (= Prodeshayesites cf. tenuicostatus 
in DELAIVOY, 1991) has been recognized in bed 248. 
Generally, this section seems relatively poor in 
relatively well preserved ammonites authorizing a 
good specific determination. Costidiscus aff. 
nvdosostriatus (UHLIG) has been found in bed 262. 
The transition from the limestones to the mark 
appears more progressive than in the other studied 
sections. The section seems more complete in his 
upper part and needs more important investigations. 

The Aljtian begins with bed 472 and the "thick bundle" 
with bed 476 @l. 8, fig. 2), the section showing the whole 
succession of thc-aptian limestones and the transition with 
the blue marls. In the level 482 has been collected 
Deshayesites Sp. (= Prodeshayesites cd tenuicostatus in 
DELANOY, 1991). The two others sigruficant Deshayesites 
discovered in this section are D. &. callidiscus CASEY and 
D. &. evolvens LwPOV, respectively in beds 486 and 493. 
The genus Cheloniceras appears in bed 490 and C. gr. 
comuelianum has been collected in bed 496. The top of the 
last limestone bed is remarkable because of its perforated 
su~face which underlines the stmtigraphical hiatus @l. 9, 
fig. 1, 2). The base of the marls is covered by grass and 
limestone detritus hut the double bed is well visible about 4 
m after the limestonelmarl boundary. Cheloniceras kilimi 
(KOENEN) has been collected in the second bed of this 
guide-level. 

Fig. 7 -Correlations between the studied sections. 
- Correiazionifi le rcrioni smdiate 



The "non-characterized zone" is represented by some 
beds in which the F 0  of the Deshaycsitidae is not well 
documented (viz thc occurrellce of ? Prodesha.vesites in 
bed 200 of the section of the road of Angles according to 
KA);AB.~DZE). 

The lower boundary has been defined by BUSNARDO 
(1965) in the Angles section and it has been recognized 
in the other sections by means of sequential correlation. 
The upper boundary corresponds to the hase of the 
"thick bundle" (Fig. 7), which is considered in this 
paper as the base of the Desha.vesites tuarkyricus Zone. 

The Deshavesites tuar@ricus Zone is materialized 
by Deshn~vesites oglanler?sis BOGDANOVA and D. a f f  

weissifonizis B O G D ~ O V A .  which are two characteristic 
species of this zone in Turkmenistan (BOGDANOVA, 
1971. 1983) (Tabl. 3). The lower boundary of this zone 
corresponds to the hase of the "thick bundle". On the 
other hand it is not possible to identif?. the upper 
boundary. 

The Deshayesites weissi Zone is materialized by 
Deshayesites gr. spathilnornlani, D, aff. callidiscus 
CASEY; D. aff. euglyphus CASEY and Cheloiziceras 
cornuelianurn (D'ORBIGNY) according to the fact that 
the Deshayesites to which the collected specimens 
are compared occur in the Desha.vesites forbesi Zone 
of England (CASEY. 1961a, 1963) (Tabl. 2) and in 
the Deshayesites ~veissi Zone of Turkmenistan 
(BOGDANOVA, 1971. 1983) (Tabl. 3). D. aff evolvens 
LUPPOV is considered as a form of this zone wit% 
doubt. The boundaries of this biostratigraphic unit 
are also difficult to establish. As in Turkmenistan 
(BOGDANOVA, 1971) (Tabl. 3) and other adjacent 
regions, the genus Cheloniceras HYATT appears 
sooner in South-East of France than in northern 
Europe. The lower boundary is temporarily located at 
the top of the level with the Deshayesites sp. (= 
Prodeshayesites cf. tenuicostatus in DELANOY, 
1991), although the upper boundary is always 
impossible to define. Perhaps it is included in the 
stratigraphical hiatus which exists at the contact 
between the limestones and the Blue Marls 
Formation in the whole basin ? 

The Deshayesites deshayesi Zone has not been 
materialized by ammonites. This zone is probably 
represented at the base of thc Blue Marls Formation, this 
rapid change in sedimentation coinciding with the 
disappearance of the urgonian limestones on the 
perivocontian shelves (AKNAUD, 1981; RLIBiNO. 1988). 
The problem of the lower boundary is the same than the 
upper boundary of the D. iueissi zone. The upper 
boundary should correspond to the base of the double- 
bed where Ci?eIoizicerns kilim?i (KOENEN) was found in 
the Vignon's gully section and which is considered as 
the lower boundary of the Dujki?o.va furcnta Zone (= 
base of the Tropaeuiri bowerbancki Zone in RUBINO. 
1988; MAGNIEZ-JANIN, 1991). 

At least, the correlations hetnecn thc zonal scheme 
defined in England (CASEY, 1961a) and that defined in 
Turkmenia (BOGDANOVA 1971). as already considered 
by BOGDANOVA et alii (1983), seems to be confirmed 
(Tabl. 1). 

3. -PALAEONTOLOGICAL STUDY 

GENUS Deshayesites KASANSKY_ 1914 

TYPE SPECIES: A~nnronites deshayesi LEY~IERIE in 
D'ORBIGNY 

Deshayesites oglanlensis BOGDANOVA. 1983 
PL 2, fig. la. b 

1983 Derhgveslres oglanlensis BOC6)AN0VV4, p. 136. pl. I, fig. 1 
9; teht-figs. 5 . 6 .  

DESCRIPT~ON - An incomplete and compressed 
specimen with its body chamber. A part of the ribbing of 
the phragmocone is well preserved on the left side of the 
ammonite. The ribbing is palmate, fasciculate. The ribs 
make peri-umbilical bullae and after they broaden out 
considerably, but their relief is weaken in the middle 
part of the sides. In the upper part of the flanks they 
form 5 to 6 secondary ribs often united in 2 bundles. On 
the body chamber, the primary ribs show a well marked 
peri-umbilical hullae and they strongly broaden out 
before to bifurcate in the middle parts of the flanks. 
Each secondary rib bifurcates at new in the third upper 
Dart of the sides. 

MATERIAL - Specimen 28653 Coll. D E L ~ O Y ,  Lower 
Aptian, Deshayesites tuarkyricus Zone, MBouilles 
section, Saint-AndrB les Alpes. 

D ~ s c u s s l o ~  - Because of its evolute coiling and its 
ribbing, this Deshayesites belongs to the group of D. 
fuar@ricus/oglai?lensis. The density of the ribbing being 
more important in D. tuarkyr ic  BOGDAVOVA, the 
studied sample is related to D. oglanlensis BOGDANOVA. 

OCCURRENCE - Deshayesites ogla~zlensis Bogdanova, 
is a characteristic form of the Deshayesites tuarkyricus 
Zone (BOGDANOVA, 1971, 1983) (Tabl. 3). The sample 
described above has been collected in the bundle (the 
"thick bundle") near the base of the Aptian of the 
MBouilles section. 

Deshayesifrs aff iueissijiornris BOGDANOV& 1983 
PI. 5, fig. 2 

I' 

1991 Poradeshqesiles gr. Iae8~iusciilus (KO?NlW), DEIANUY. p 
439, fig. 2d. 

DEscRiPTroN - The specimen is preserved as an 
impression and represents a relatively involute form. 
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Table 2 - Stratigraphical distribution ofprodeshayesites, Deshayesites and Cheloniceras (Cheloniceras) in /he Lower 
Aptian from England according 10 CASEY (196/b, 1963). 

. Distribuzione stratigrafica di Pmdeshayrsites, Deshayesifes e Chelo~liceras (Cheloniceras) nnrll'Aptiano infenore dell' Inghilterra 
secondo CASEY (1961b, 1963). 

c f .  consabrinus 
ropleyi 
h'liani 
euglyphus 
spathi 
mrmani 
puflildensis 
callidiscus 
gracilis 
mirabilis 
saxbyi 
deshayesi 
involutus 
multicostatus 
conwbrinoides 
geniculorur 
vecrensis 
wiitshirei 

planu 
(C)Cheloniceras 
cornuelianum 
Crarsum 
kiliani 
& p i l e  
minimum 
prareu 

kihldyi 
W* 
meyendorfii 
machnsoni 
c f .  gotshei 

- 
I :, 

- ? -  

- . . - - - 
- ? -  

- 

? -  



The ribbing is sinuous, constituted by primary ribs 
with discrete pcri-umbilical bullae I the ribs split into 
the middle of the flanks in bundles of 3 to 4 well marked 
ribs. The point of splitting is sometimes pointed out by a 
thickened primary rib. MATERl~L-Specimen 28579 Coll. 
DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesites t~arkyricus 
Zone, M~ouilles, Saint-Andre les Alpes. 

DlscussloN - The sculpture of this Desha.vesiles 
(sinuous fasciculate ribs. relatively narrow umbilicus) 
allows us to include it in the group of D. tuarkyricus 
BOGDANOVA. D. oglanlensis BOGDANOVA shows thicker 
secondary ribs and D. tuarhyricas BOGDANOVA is a 
more involute form. Thus this specimen, which was 
previously identified as Porndeshnyesites gr. lae1,iu- 
sculus (KOEREN) (DELANOY. 1991) is now compared 
with D. ~veissifownis B O G D ~ O V A .  

OCC~~RRENCE - According to BOGD.ANOVA (1971. 
1983) Deshayesites weissiformis BOGDANOVA occurs 
only in the Desl7a.vesites tuarkyricus Zone of 
Turkmenistan (Tabl. 3). The specimen described above 
has been found in the "thick bundle" of the Aptian in 
the Meouilles section. 

Dcshayesites sp. 
P1 2,fig. 2, 3, 4; pl. 6. fig. 3. 6 

1991 Pi-odeshayesiles d lenuicosrafur (KOAW):  D m O Y ,  p. 
439. fig. Zb, Zc. 

D~scRxpTxoN - This taxon is represented by 
compressed and poorly preserved little ammonites. T$e 
shell is evolute with a wide umbilicus. The 
ornamentation is constituted by numerous sigmoid ribs 
which can be single or, mostly, bifurcate 
approximatively in the middle par( of the flanks. 

MATERIAL - Specimens 28580 Coll. DEL.WO;, La 
Colle gully, Moriez: 28581 Coll. DELANOY, Vignon 
gully section, Barrtme: 28640 Coll. DELANOY, 
Meouilles section, Saint Andre les Alpes ; 28641 Coll. 
DELANOY. Angles road section; 28643 Coll. DELANOY, 
La Combe Lambert section, Angles and many 
unregistered and fragmentar). samples, all from the 
Lower Aptian. top of the Desha.vesites tuarkyricus Zone. 

Dxscr!sslo~ - These ammonites have been at first 
interpreted as Prorleshayesifes gr. fissicostatus / 
tentticustatus (DELANOY, 1991), whilh which they 
present great ornamental and morphological affinities. 
They are very probably cnnspecific with the 
Desha.vesiles from the Nice area figured by AKITRAN & 
DELANOV (1987). 

However, the discovery of true Deslmyesites 
characteristic of the Drshnvesites fuorhyricus Zone in 
the y~derlying levels set at new the problem of their 
ideiitiiication. According to R~\<'SON (oral and written 
communication), who has seen these ammonites and 
shown the specimen of the Nice area to C ~ S E Y  and 
DEAN. these Deshayesitidae represent an evolute 
Deshayesires. Some ornamental and morphological 

affinities really exist with some evolutc Deshayesiles 
described and figured by BOGDANO~A et alii (1979) as 
D. forrnosus BOGDAWOVA, KvANTALIANI & SHARIKA- 
DZE, D. rnichailovae BOGDANOVA, KV.~NTAI.IANI & 
SHARIKADZE, D. rarecostatus BOGDANOVA, KVN- 
TALIANI & SNARIKADZE, D. babaschei?sis BOGDANOV.4 
and D. dechyi PAPP, all these Desha-vesites presenting 
also remarkable convergences with the Prodeshayesites 
of the group bodei (KOENEN). D. plar7us CMEY is a 
small species which ornamentation is similar to the 
Deshayesites sp. of the vocontian area, but the coiling is 
less evolute. D. luppovi BOGDANOVA shows a ribbing 
strongly prorsiradiate in the lower part of the flanks. 

OCCURRENCE - Considered as Prodeshayesites, the 
stratigraphic position of these ammonites was easy to 
precise. All the Prodeshayesites of Great Britain and 
Germany have been indeed collected in the first zone of 
the Aptian (Prodesl7ayesitesfissicostatus Zone in Great 
Britain (Tabl. 2), Prodeshayesites te~?uicos~atus Zone in 
Germany) (CASEY, 1961a, 1963; KEMPER 1967,1976; 
KEMPER et aiii, 1974) which may be correlated with the 
Deshayesites tuarkyricus Zone as it has been suggested 
by BoGDANOV.4 et alii (1983). But, if these ammonites 
are true Deshayesites, it is more difficult to precise now 
their stratigraphic position. D. planus CASEY is a species 
of the Deshayesites forbesi Zone (CASEY, 1963) (Tabl. 
2). In Turkmenistan. BOGDANOVA (1971) has cited D. 
planus CMEY and D. dechyi Pa'P in the Deshayesites 
weissi Zone while D. luppovi BOGDANOVA in the 
Deshayesites tuarlyricus and Deshayesites weissi Zones 
(Tabl. 3). The species from Central Dagestan described 
and figures by BOGDANOVA et alii (1979) came from a 
Deshayesites dechyi - Deshayesites deshayesi Zone or 
were reworked in levels of an Epichelo~~iceras 
subnodosocostatum - Colombiceras crassicostatum 
Zone. 

Waiting for a better preserved material which could 
elucidate the taxonomic problem raised by these 
ammonites, the level containing these Deshayesites is 
considered arbitrarily and temporarily as the top of the 
Deshayesites tuarkyricus Zone. 

Deshayesitcs sp. gr. spathi /normani 

PI. 1, fig. 2 

1991 Deshayesites gr primitiuudsporhzi: DELANOY, p. 440. fig. 
Za. 

DEsCRrPTloN - The specimen is incomplete and 
represented by about half a whorl. The whorl section is 
strongly con~pressed. The internal whorls are parily 
visible and show primary, convexe ribs, probably 
bifurcate in the upper half of the sides. 

Wheu the whorl height reaches 16 mm, the 
ornamentation is constituted by thick sinuous primary 
ribs, raising from the un~bilical margin. The rib section 
is rounded and the ribs broaden in the middle part of the 
flanks before bifurcating or trifurcating. All the ribs 
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cross the venter where their thickness is maximum. On 
the last preserved part of the shell, the ribs thicken and 
tifnrcations are replaced by short intercalatory ribs. 

M-LTERIAL - Specimen 28592 Coll. DELANOY, Lower 
Aptian, Deshayesites weissi Zone, the road of Angles 
section. Angles. W 

DISCUSSION - The sculp?ure of this Deshayesites 
shows affinities whith that of some Deshavesites of the 
Desha.vesites forbesi Zone (C=ZSEY_ 1961a) like D. 
spathi CASEY or D. nonnani CASEY. D. primitivus 
CA~EV from the Prodeshayesites fissicostatus Zone 
seems to be more evolute. This specimen is quite similar 
to the Deshayesites ex gr. involutus SPATH of the Lower 
Aptian from Slovakia figured by VASICEK et (11;; in 
1983. 

OCCURRENCE - Some species with an ornamentation 
similar to this sample (D. kiliani CASEY, D. topleyi 
SPATH and D.normani CASEY) have been cited by 
BoGDANOVA (1971) in the Deshayesites weissi Zone 
from Turkmenistan (Tdbl. 3). According to CASEY 
(1961a, 1963) these Deshayesites occur in the 
Desha.vesites forbesi Zone (Tabl. 2). Deshayesites cf.. 
normani has been reported from the "Bedoulian " of 
Rumania (PATRULNS & AVRAM, 1976) 

An other specimen comparable to this group has 
been collected in the Tremolies section near Moriez, but 
its stratigraphic position is unfortunately unclear 
(specimen 28850 Coll. DELANOY, pl. 1, fig. 5). 

Deshayesites a. euglyphus CASEY, 1963 
PI. 1, fig. 4; pl. 4, fig. 4 

DESCRIPTION - The sculpture is well visible since a : 

whorl-heigh of about 6 mm. The ribbing is sinuous, 
rcgular, formed by some rounded primary ribs (9-10 per 
whorls). which are bifurcate just above or just below the 
mid flank. Rarely, an intercalatory rib appears in the 
area of the bifurcations and gives the impression of 
trifurcation. All ribs cross the venter with their 
masimun of thickness. 

MATERIAL - Specimens 28634 and 28690 Coll. 
DEL>LVO>-. Lower Aptian, Deshavesites weissi Zone, La 
Combe Lambert section, Angles. 

D ~ s c c s s l o ~  - On the basis of their dimensional 
characters and mode of ribbing these two specimens 
Show affinities with Deshayesites euglyphus described 
by CASEY in 1963, according to him a species closely 
allied with D. kiliani SPATH 

OCCURRENCE: - In the Lower Greensands, 
Deshaye.~ites euglphus CASEY occurs in the 
Deshayesites forbesi Zone (CASEY. 1963) (Tabl. 2). 
Bocn,~uo\.,~\ (1971) has reported this species at the top 
of the Deshaye.sites t~fariC/ricus Zone and in the 
Devhavesites weissi Zone of Turkmenistan (Tabl. 3). 

Deshayesites aEf callidiscus CASEY, 1961 
PI. 1. fig. 1 and 3 a. b 

DESCRIPTION - TWO small incomplete specimens 
which show the succession of two ornamental stages. Up 
to a whorl height of about 14-16 mm the ribbing is made 
of sinuous primary ribs, sligthly raised in the middle 
part of the flanks just below the regular bifurcation in 
the upper part of the flanks. Intercalatory ribs or 
trifurcations appear progressively, altough irregularly. 

From this whorl height, the ribbing become more 
irregular and fasciculate. Now the ribs bear small, little 
peri -umbilical bullae and become thicker and give rise 
to a group of 3 to 5 secundary ribs of variable thickness. 
Further subdivisions of the ribs appear inside the 
bundle. All of them cross the venter forming a gentle arc 
towards the aperture and becoming weaker. 

MATERIAL - Specimens 28615 and 28853 Coll. 
DELANOY , Lower Aptian, Deshayesites weissi Zone, 
Vignon's gully section, BarrEme. 

DISCUSSION - These two ammonites are closely 
related to Deshayesites caNidiscus CASEY. The sample 
28615 shows ornemental affinities with the sample SM 
B. 27057 (Coll. WILTSHIRE) figured by CASEY (1961a. 
1963) from the Atherfield Clay Series. Nevertheless, 
they are different because of the weaker ribbing on the 
venter, without the strong curvature of the ribs observed 
in the british specimens. 

OCCURREKCE - In Great Britain, Deshayesites 
callidiscus CASEY occurs at the top of the Deshayesites 
forbesi Zone (CASEY, 1961a. 1963) (Tabl. 2) and 

'characterizes the Deshayesites callidiscus Sub-zone. In 
the Lower Aptian from Turkmenistan, D. callidiscus 
CASEY has been cited in the Deshayesites weissi Zone by 
BOGDANOVA (1971) (Tabl. 3) and also in the Lower 
Aptian (Deshayesites deshayesi Zone) of Bulgaria 
(DIMITROVA, 1967). In Rumania the species of CASEY 
occurs in the Deshayesites Zone (PATRULIUS & AVRILM, 
1976). 

Deshayesites aff evolvens LUPPOV. 1952 
PI. 3, fig. 1 

DESCRIPTION - This taxon is represented by a single, 
poorly presewed and compressed adult specimen. Only 
the last whorl (end of the phragmocone and the body 
chamber) is visible. 

The end of the phragmcone bears relatively broad, 
flexuous ribs, well marked as early as the umbilical 
margin. These ribs are bifurcate or, more rarely, 
trifurcate in the upper half of the flanks. On the body 
chamber, the ribbing changes. On the first half there are 
intercalatorq., single and bifurcate strong, broad, sinuous 
ribs. On the second half of the chamber, the bifurcate 
ribs disappear progressively and on the end of the 
preserved part subsist only single, less sinuous, distant 
ribs, strongly elevated on the venter. 

MATERIAL - Specimen 28852 Coll. DELANOY, Lbwer 
Aptian, Deshayesites weissi Zone ?_ Vignon gully, 
BarrSme. 



DISCUSSION - This Desha,yesiles shows great less thick than the primary ribs in the lower half of the 
affinities with the ammonite figured by KILIAN & flanks, of the same thickness than the secondary ribs in 
REBOUL (1915) as Paraho~lifes weissi NEUMAYR & the upper part of the flanks and on the venter. .. . 
UHLIC and considered later by LUPPOV (1952) as a MATERIAL - Specimens 28695 and 28696 Coll. 
representative of his new species D. ei~olvens. The DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesites Zone, La 
body chamber is also vely similar to the one of the Cornhe Lambert section, 
lectotv~e of D. consobrinus (D'ORBIGNY) but, . . 
unfortunately, the inner whorls of this species are DISCUSSION - These ammonites show the typical 
unknown. ornamentation of the species created by D'ORBIGNY in 

OCCURRENCE - The exact stratigraphical position 1841. The rare presence of tubercles on the intercalatory 

of Deshayesites evolvens LUPPoV is not know in rihs on one side of one specimen prove the great 

Tnrkmenistan (Deshayesites Zone in LUPPOV, 1952) ornamental variation of this taxon as KEMPER (1964) has . . .. . 
and the sDecies is not cited hv BOGDANOVA (1971): already consldered. 

D ~ M ~ T R ~ ' A  (1967) describes a i d  figures a specimen 
collected in the Lower Aptian of Bulgaria without 
any indications of its precise stratigraphical position. 
PATRULIUS & AVRAM (1976) have cited Deshayesites 
aff. evolve~?s LUPPOV in the Deshayesites Zone of 
Rumania. Its ornamental affinities with D. weissi 
(NEUMAYR & UHLIG) and D. consobrinus 
(D'ORBIGNY). two species of the Deshayesites weissi 
Zone and the collect of the specimen described some 
beds above a level with D. aff callidiscus CASEY 
seems to indicate that it occurs in the same position. 

GENUS Clteloniceras HYATT, 1903 

OCCURRENCE - The stratigraphic position of the 
genus Chelor?iceras HYATT, 1903 has already been 
discussed by CASEY (1961a, b) and KEMPER (1964). 
In the Lower Greensand, C. cor~~uelianum 
(D'ORBIGNY) occurs in the Deshayesites deshayesi 
and Tropaeum bowerbancki Zones (CASEY, 1961a, h) 
(Tabl. 2). 

In northern Germany, the species has been 
reported in the Cheloniceras latispinosum Zone of 
KEMPER (1964) which corresponds to a part of the 
Deshayesites deshayesi Zone (KEMPER, 1964). In 
Turkmenistan the penns Cheloniceras HYATT is 
reported from earlie; strata than in the north of the 
Europe, viz. in the Deshavesites weissi Zone 

TYPE SPECIES: Ammonites con~uelia~~us D'ORBIGNY (BOGDANOVA, 1971) (Tahl. 3) 

Cheloniceras cornuelianum D'ORBIGNY. 1841 ? 

P1 6. fig 1 a.b and 2 Cheloniceras sp. 
PI. 5, fig. 1 a, h 

1841 Asir,>oniles cornuelianus WORBIGNY, p 364, pi 112, fig 1 
el 2 

1924 Cheloniceras cornuelianum (D'ORBIGW),  SPA^ p. 79. 
1961b Chelonicrros (Cheloniceras) cornuelianutn (D'ORBGNY); DESCRIPTION - An incomplet specimen with a 

CASEY. p. 198, pi. 33, fig. 7 a-b; pl. 34, fig. I a-b. 9 a-b; pl. subcircular depressed whorl section. Two ornemental 
35.fig. 1 a-b. 2,3; tea-fig. GO a-c, 61,62,67e-f(cam syn.). stages can be distinguished. 

1964 Cheloniceras cornuelianum (D'ORBIaT); KEhem, p.46, 
pt. 4, fig. 3 a-b: pl. S,  fig. 3; pt. 7 (cum syn) 1) Up to a diameter of about 55 mm, the primary 

tuberculate ribs alternate with 5 non-tuberculate 

DESCRIPTION - The species is well represented by 
slightly compressed and incomplete specimens. The 
sculpture is similar to the one of the typical form. There 
are two types of ribbing. 

1) The thick primary ribs which originate at the base 
of the umbilical wall, which they cross mrsiradiate. 
They develop a first big tubercle on the umbilical 
margin, and a second tubercle just above the upper third 
of the flanks stronger than the umbilical one (those of 
specimen 28695 are flatter and more proeminent, thus 
recalling the subspecies lnti@?nosuu~). , From t h s  
tubercle start two secondary rihs which cross radially the 
venter in their maximum of thickness. , 

2) The non-tuberculate intercalatory ribs (except 
some rare case of umbilical tuberculation in the internal 
whorl on one side of specimen 28696). These ribs are 

intercalatory ribs per interval. The former show a gentle 
pen-umbilical tubercle and, in the middle of the flanks, 
a stronger lateral tubercle which is the point of 
bifurcation or sometimes trifurcation 

The secondary rihs cross the venter where their 
thickness is maximum. Intercalatory ribs do not bear 
tubercles except an angular swelling in the middle part 
of the flanks. 

2) From this diameter until the end of the preserved 
part of the ammonite, the number of intercalatory rihs 
decreases (2-3) They are sometimes hifurcate in the 
middle part of the sides. The primary ribs are a iew 
stronger than the intercalatories, the lateral tubercles are 
moderate sized, angular, the bifurcations disappear. 

MATERIAL- Specimen 28684 Coll. DELANOY, Lower 
Aptian, Deshayesites weisii Zone , Vignon 'S gully 
section, Barrtme. 
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Table 3 -  Stratigraphical distribution of Deshayesites and Cheloniceras in the Lower Aptian of Turknlenista~z a c w d i n g  
to BOGDAVOI~ (l 971). 

. ~istribuzione stratigrafica di Deshayesites e Chelonicercls nell'Aptiano inferiore del Turkmenistan secondo BOCDANOVA (1971). 
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D~scussros - This Cheloniceras diflers from the ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
forms of the con?ttelianum group in its less proeminent 
ornamentation and its greater number of intercalato~y 
ribs in the inner u,horls. Some affinities exist with the 
Cheloniceras figured by SINZOW (1906, pl. 1, fig. 1) as 
C cornuelianrtn~ (D'ORBIGNY) which was considered by 
L u e P o v  (1952) as variety sinzowi.  However the 
tuberculation of the lalter is stronger and the number of 
iutercalatories is smaller. 

OCCURRENCE - Cheloniceras sp. has been collected 
in the upper pan ofthe aptian limestones of the Bankme 
section, a few beds below the level i which Deshayesites 
aff evolvens has been found (top of the Deshayesites 
weissi Zone ?). 

Chcluniccras kiliani (KOENEN, 1902) 
P1. 4, fig. 2 

1902Acanrhoceras kilrani KCEXm. p. 406. pi. 33,fig. 3-6. 
1921 Cheioniceras kihan, (V. K O m ) ;  SPATH, p. 314. 
196 1 h Cheloniceras (Cheloniceras) kiliani (h'. KOFfYEN); CASES'. 

p. 213, pl. 33, fig. 3-6 ; tenfig. 67a-d.. 

DESCKIP~OX - Up to a diameter of about 50 mm_ the 
ribbing is similar to that of the cornuelianurn group. It is 
composed by thick primary ribs. which are tuberculated 
on the umbilical margin and in the upper third of the. 
flanks, from where they bifurcate, and by 1-2 non 

I thank F. CECCA @ome) for the interest and the 
encouragements that he has given during the realization 
of this paper, P. RAU~SON (London) and P. 
HOEDEMAEKER (Leiden) for their very useful comnlents 
on the manuscript. I also thank Mrs. R. CASANOVA, G. 
THOMEL, M. MOULLADE mice), Mrs H. ARNAUD, J.P. 
THIEULOY (Grenoble) and G. CONTE (NEmes) for their 
varied assistance. A great aknowlegment to Mr. A. 
MAGNIN (Grenoble) for his help during the field-work. 
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PLATE l 
. . 

Fig. 1 - Deshayesites a. callidiscus CASEY, 1961: specimen 28615 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesiles weissi 
Zone (VIG 486), Vignon's gully section, BarrEme. 

Fig. 2 - Deshayesites gr. spathi/normani: specimen 28592 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesifes weissi Zone 
(ANG 210), Angles road section, Angles. 

Fig. 3a. b - Deshayesites a. callidiscus CASEY, 1961: specimen 28853 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesites 
weissi Zone (VIG 486),Vignon's gully section, Barrgrne. 

Fig. 4 - Deshayesites a. euglyphus CASEY, 1963: specimen 28690 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesites weissi 
Zone (COM 122), La Combe Lambert section, Angles. 

Fig. 5 - Deshayesites gr. spathilnormani: specimen 28850 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, level unknown, Tremolies 
section, Moriez. 
All figures natural size. 

TA VOLA l 

Fig. l - Deshayesites aff callidiscus CASE]; 1961: esemplare 28615 Coll. D m o v ,  Aptiano inferiore, Zona a 
Deshayesites weissi (VIG 4861, sezione di "Ravin du Vignon",presso Barr@me. 

Fig. 2 - Deshayesites gr. spathilnomani: esemplare 28592 coll. DELANOY, Aptiano inferiore, zona a Deshayesites 
weissi (4NG 210), sezione della strada di Angles, presso Angles. 

Fig. 30, b - Deshayesites a$ callidiscus CASEY, 1961: eserizplare 28853 coll. DEWOY, Apliano inferiore, zona a 
Deshayesites weissi (VIG 4861, sezione di 'Ravin du Vignor?': Barr&me. 

Fig. 4 - Deshayesites a 8  euglyphus CASEY, 1963: esemplare 28690 coll. DELANOY, &;ono ir?feriore, zona a 
Deshayesites weissi (COM 1221, sezione di 'Za Combe Lambert': Angles. 

Fig. 5 - Deshayesites gr. spathilnormani: esemplare 28850 CON D m o y ,  Aplia~?o inzeriore, live110 sconosciuto, 
sezioi?e di "Ravin rle la Colle", presso lafatforia di Tremolies, Moriez. 

Tutte le,figu,u sono a grandezza nnturale 





PLATE 2 

Fig. la, b - Deshayesites oglanlensis BOGD.~NOVG 1983: specimen 28653 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesites : 

tuarLyricus Zone (ME0 199), Meouilles section, Saint-Andre les Alpes. 
Fig. 2 - Deshayesites sp. : specimen 28580 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesites tuarkyricus Zone (TRE 248), 

La Colle Gully section near the farm of Tremolies, Moriez 
Fig. 3 - Desha,vesites sp. : specimen 28643 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesites tuar@ricus Zone (COM ! 

107), La Combe Lambert section, Angles. i 

Fig. 4 - Deshayesites sp. : sample 28640 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesites tuarkyricus Zone (ME0 208), i 
Meouilles section, Saint Andre les Alpes. 
All figures natural size. / 

t 

TA VOLA 2 

Fig. 10, b - Deshayesites oglanlensis BOGDRYOVA, 1983: esemplare 28653 CON. DEIANOY, Aptiano inferiore, zona a 
Deshayesites tuarkyricus (ME0 199), sezione di "M&ouilles': Saint-Andre les Alpes. 

Fig. 2 - Deshayesites sp.: esemplare 28580 col1 DEUVOY, Aptiano inferiore, zona a Deshayesites tuarkyricus (TRE 
, " 248), sezione di 'Rnvin de la Colle': presso in fattoria di Tremolies, Moriez 

Fig. 3 - Deshayesites sp.: esemplare 28643 CON. D m O %  Aptiano inferiore, zona a Deshayesites tuarkyricus (COM 
107). sezione di "La Combe Laiiibert': Angles. 

F;&'. 4 - Deshayesites sp.: esentp1a1.e 28610 coli Dfim70y, Aptiano inferiore, rona a Deshayesites tuarkyricus (ME0 
2081, sezione di '%4eouilles': Saint-Andre les A1pe.r 





PLATE 3 

Fig. 1 - Deshayesites d. evolvens LUPPOV, 1952: specimen 28852 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesites weissi 
Zone (VIG 493), Vignon gully section, Barr&me. 
All figures nahlral size. 

T-3 VOLA 3 

Fig. I - Deshayesites a 8  evolvens LUPPOV, 1952: cse~rlplare 28852 coll. DEMOY, Aptiano hferiore, zana a 
Deshayesites weissi (VIG 4931, sezione di 'Ravin du Vignon", Barr&me. 

Tutte le figure sono a grandezza nafurale. 





PLATE 4 

Fig. 1 - Ancvloceras sp.: specimen 185 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesites weissi Zone (COM 122), La 
Combe Lambert section, Angles. 

Fig. 2 - Cheloniceras kiliani (KOENEN, 1902): specimen 28682 Coll. DELANOY leg. ARNAUD-VANNEAU, Lower 
Aptian, base of Dufrenoyafurcata Zone (VIG 498b), Vignon gully section, Barreme. 

Fig. 3 - Pseudohaploceras liptoviense (ZEUCHNER, 1856): specimen 28691 Coll. DELANOY, Lower A p t i a ~  
Deshayesites weissi Zone (COM 119), La Combe Lambert section, Angles. 

Fig. 4 - Deshayesites d. euglyphus CASEY, 1963: specimen 28634 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesites weissi 
Zone (COM 122), La Combe Lambert section, Angles. 
All figures natural size. 

W VOLA l 

Fig. l - Ancyloceras sp.: esemplare 185 coll. DELANOY, Aptiano inferiare, zona a Deshayesites weissi (COM 123,  
sezione di '%a Cornbe Lambert': Angles. 

Fig. 2 - Cheloniceras kiliani (KOENEN, 1902): ese~?rplore 28682 coll. DELANOY, Aptiano in/erior.e, zona a Dufrenoya 
fure8ta (WG 49861, serfone di "Ravin du I'ignon': Bar@me. 

Fig. 3 - Pseudohaploceias liptoviense (ZEUCHNER, 1856): esenzplare 28691 coll. D ~ o Y ,  Aptiar2o irfleriore, zona a 

Deshayesites weissi (COM 122), sezrone di "La Combe Lambert': Angles. 

Tutfe lejigure sono a grandezza naturale. 





PLATE 5 

Fig. la. b - Cheloniceras sp.: specimen 28681 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesites weissi Zone ( V G  490), 
Vignon gully section, Barrsme. 

Fig. 2 - Deshayesites aff. weissifomis BOGDANOVA, 1983: specimen 28579 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, 
Deshayesites tuarkyricus Zone (ME0 200). Meouilles section, Saint Andre les Alpes. 

Fig. 3 -Ancyloceras ? gr. matheroni D'ORBIGNY, 1842: specimen 28686 Coll. DELANOY. Lower Aptian, Deshayesites 
uleissi Zone (VIG 490), Vignon Gully section, Barr&me. 
All figures natural size. 

TAVOLA 5 

Fig. I a4b - Cheloniceras sp.: esernpiare 28681 coll. DEWNOY, Apfiano inJeriore, zona a Deshayesites weissi (VIG 4901, 
sezione di Raviri du i'ignp, BnrrZrne. 

Fig. 2 - Deshayesites afl weissiformis BOGDAMOVA, 1983: esemplare 28579 CON. DWOY, Aptiano infiriore, zona a 
Deshayesites tuarkyricus (A4EO 200), sezione di 'M6ouilles': Saint-Andri IesAlpes. 

Fig.. 3 - Anqloceras ? gr. matheroni D'~RBJGW 1842: esemplare 28686 coll. DEUOY, Aptiano ir@riore, zorm a 
Deshayesites weissi (VIG 4901, sezione di 'Ravir? du figr?on': Barr21ne. 
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PLATE 6 

Fig. la, b - Clleloniceras cornuelianunl (D'ORBIGNY), 1841: specimen 28696 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, 
Deshayesires weissi Zone (COM 122), La Combe Lambert section, Angles. 

Fig. 2 - Cheloniceras cornuelianwn latispinosurn (NIKTH~H,  1915): specimen 28695 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, 
Deshayesites weissi Zone (COM 122), La Comhe Lambert section, Angles. j 

Fig. 3 - Deshayesitcs sp.: specimen 28641 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesites luarhyicus Zone (ANG 206b), 
Angles road section, Angles. 

Fig. 4 - Deshayesites sp. : specimen 28581 Coll. D E L ~ O Y ,  Lower Aptian, Deshayesites tuarkyricus Zone (VIG 482), 1 
Fig. 

Fig. 

Vignon gully section, Barreme. 
5 - Costidiscus recficostatus (D'ORBIGNY, 1841): specimen 28639 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aplian, Deshayesites 1 

iveissi Zone (VIG 497), Vignon gully section, Barreme. 
6 - Costidiscus a. ~nodososlriafus (UHLIG, 1883): specimen 28630 Coll. DELANOY, Lower Aptian, Deshayesites 

weissi Zone (TRE 262), La Colle gully section near the farm of Tremolies, Moriez 
ANSgures natural size. I 

TA VOLA 6 

Fig. la ,  b - Cheloniceras cornuelianum (D'ORBIGAV, 1841): esemplare 28686 coll. D W O Y ,  Apliano in@riore, zona a 
Deshayesites weissi (COA4 1221, sezione di "La Combe Lambert': Angles. 

zona a Deshayesites weissi (COM 122), sezione di 'Za Combe Lambert': Angles. 
Fig 2 - Cheloniceras cornuelianum latispinosurn ~JIKTHICH, 1915): esemplare 28695 coll. DELANOY, Aptiano i~?fer;ore, F 

206b), sezione della strada di Angles, Angles. 
I Fig. 3 - Deshayesites sp.: esenlplare 28611 col/. DELANOY, Apliano inferiore, zona a Deshayesites tuarkyricus @NG 

i 
Fig. 4 - Deshayesites sp.: esemplare 28581 coll. DELANOY, Aptiano inferiore, zorza a Deshayesites tuarkyricus PIG r 

492), sezione di "Raviit du 1,'ignon': Barr8me. .,- ' i 
i 

Fig 5 - Costidiscus recticostatus (D'OREIGNY, 1841): esenzplare 28639 coll.'D~~=wO% Apfiono iizjkriore, zoiza a 
Deshayesites weissi (KIG 497), sezione di Ravin du lfigrton, Barrtme. 1 

Fig. 6 - Costidiscus a 8  nodosostriatus (UI~LIG, 1883): eseruplare 28630 c o l l . ' D ~ ~ ~ v o ~ ,  Aptiano infellore, zona a i 
! 

Deshayesites weissi T R E  2621, sezione di "Ravin de /a Colle", presso lafaltoria di Trernolies, Moriez. 

Tutte lejigure sono a grai7dezza nat~~rale. a 
i 
! 





PLATE 7 

Fig. 1 - Procheloniceras albrechtiausbiae (UHLIG, 1883): unregistered specimen Coll. MAONW-BECU, Lower Aptian, 
Deshayesites tuarkyricus Zone (COM 109), La Combe Lambert section, Angles. 
All figures natural size. 

TAVOLA 7 

Fig. l - Procheloniceras albrechtiaustriae (UHLIG, 1883): esemplare non catalogato coll. MAGNIN-BECU, Aptiano 
inferiore, zona a Deshayesites weissi (COhf 1091, sezione dz ''La Combe-Lambert': Angles. 

Tutte le figure sono a grandezza naturale. 





Angles. 
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